Homework for Wednesday, April 10th, 2019

Dear All:
I apologize, as it appears that homework never made it to your respective inbox. Please make
sure that you have all the homework completed for this coming rehearsal. I have to say that I
was disappointed in the attendance of the Bel Canto chorus last evening. Only two people
contacted me regarding an absence.
A Friendly reminder that we will not have chorus on Wednesday, April 17th.
Dolces:
1. Memorize May a Rainbow Run Beside You
2. Sing through Hope is the Thing with Feathers 5 times.
3. If you already have Rainbow memorized, memorize Hope is the Thing with Feathers and sing
Rainbow 5 times
Troubadours:
As I hear the Sweet Lark:
Have 100% memorized
Give us Hope:
Please have the entire piece memorized.
The Lord Bless You:
Have the AMENS ready for rehearsal
It’s a Small World.
Please find a YouTube of the piece AND please be prepared to tell me where this piece is
from and why it is famous.
The SSB. PLEASE look over the piece and make sure that you are breathing where I have
marked BB (Big Breath) and not where I have marked NB (No Breath). This is a very important
piece! I want to record this at our upcoming concert and send to those in the world who may
want to host us as we sing this piece.

Bel Cantos:
Home Among the Hills:
Have it completely memorized!
Lord Bless:
Have it completely memorized!
Give us Hope:
Memorized, please.
Lonely Goatherd:
Review your part. This piece has A LOT of words, so it may help you remember them if
you type them onto a ‘cheat’ lyric sheet? Just a friendly suggestion.
Review these and keep them fresh:
1. Sleep, Little One
2. Hine Ma Tov
3. One Song
4. Rainbow Connection

The SSB. PLEASE look over the piece and make sure that you are breathing where I have
marked BB (Big Breath) and not where I have marked NB (No Breath). This is a very important
piece! I want to record this at our upcoming concert and send to those in the world who may
want to host us as we sing this piece.
It’s a Small World.
Please find a YouTube of the piece AND please be prepared to tell me where this piece is
from and why it is famous.

